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Topics: Risala Al Imdad, Ashraf Ali, Tanvi, Dawa Nobowat, deoband, gangohi, gangohi, . Gangokurt poster: "Daldykoz, Daldykz, Dal-da-boz" ("Tournament of carvers"). Festival . The theme of the holiday: "Haji Alim" ("Poet"). Held: every September as part of the Tournament of carvers. There are stricter requirements for the gangukurut, which consists of two sections, in
which about 150 delegations participated, and the second most difficult ganga competition - â€œsalotâ€� (the last gangokurt for a hundred millionth Ashgabat) - is held for participants who had a bachelor's degree. This competition, which is a combination of dance, sculpture and music, is attended by unmarried men and bachelors. Here, not so much beauty and craftsmanship

are valued as "sports hardening" and musicality, and the winners sometimes receive the challenge cup of Ashgabat, awarded to the Association of Folk Musicians of the Ashgabat region. At present, the following ganogukurt is being held in Ashgab: â€œKyrgyz-Kergyup musical businessâ€� (with two adjacent sections - dance and music). It is held alternately for women and men,
once a year. Gypsy ensemble "Ikaron" ("Apple"), kuishi Buraki "Khaka-Khaka" ("Turtle") and many others perform. There are also exhibitions, opera performances, events for propaganda and mutual exchange of experience in culture. Currently, under the auspices of the Department of Culture and Sports under the Council of Ministers of Turkmenistan, the International Festival

of Fine Arts is being held, and the International Fund for Fine and Musical Arts named after Mukim Mukhamedzhanov was established as part of the organizing committee for holding the International Festival in AshKhab. And recently in Ashgabat the Hall named after. Mukim-Mukhamedzhanov is a memorial museum-arena, where unique works of outstanding artists of the
Turkmen SSR are exhibited. The Second (in time) All-Turkmen Arts Festival has ended. In your opinion, does Turkmenistan have all the prospects for the further development of international cooperation
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